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French Minister of Foreign Affairs condemns the bombing in Aleppo
Hospital M10 hit by bombs

Paris, Washington DC, 02.10.2016, 13:21 Time

USPA NEWS - “I condemn in the strongest terms the bombing that struck this morning the M10 hospital, one of the main hospitals of
Aleppo.French Foreign Minister fo Affairs, Jean Marc Ayrault said. Ban Ki-moon, UN General Secretary denounced this bombing as a
war crime.

STATEMENT OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS MINISTER JEAN MARC AYRAULT ABOUT M10 HOSPITAL BOMBING--------“I condemn in
the strongest terms the bombing that struck this morning the M10 hospital, one of the main hospitals of Aleppo.French Foreign
Minister fo Affairs, Jean Marc Ayrault said. In the flood of violence that overwhelms Aleppo for several days, the systematic targeting
of structures and health workers is particularly unjustifiable. As recalled by the Secretary General of the UN, these attacks constitute
war crimes. The perpetrators will be held accountable. This new attack only confirms the absolute urgency of a cessation of hostilities
in Aleppo and access of civilian populations to humanitarian assistance they desperately need. In this very moment, the Security
Council, France is mobilizing to put a stop to this unacceptable drama. Source French Ministry of Foreign Affairs He also aded in a
statement " “Their perpetrators will be held to account,“� foreign minister Jean-Marc Ayrault said in a statement. “France is mobilising
at the Security Council as we speak to put a stop to this unacceptable tragedy,“� Source French Diplomacy
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